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Faith and football are the future of NW
NW PLANS TO
STAND OUT

Arleb Canett
OPINIONS EDITOR
Northwestern’s “Raiders Stand
Out” motto is not just a catchy
term. As small colleges and universities brace for a decline, NW has
sought ways to “Stand Out” from
the crowd. There are many things
that NW has to be proud of, a close
knit community, good academics
and a strong commitment to faith
integration. However, hundreds of
other Christian higher learning institutions claim the same features.
“We do everything here with excellence,” one board member said,
“but right now we need to be more
than just excellent. We need to
Stand Out.”
That’s why NW decided to take
a new approach. After many meetings with the Board, President Creg
Ghristy concluded that nothing
stands out quite like Red Raider
Football. “If we want to be an institution that 'Stands Out,' we have to
build that reputation around football,” he commented to reporters.
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The very fact NW has a football
program to begin with already sets
them apart from other Christian
colleges and universities, who are
known to not have football teams.
Those who do, like GPAC schools
Dordt and Mount Marty, are so
pathetic at football that most high
school teams could mop the floor
with them. Indeed, NW has a stunning record against GPAC rivals,
only matched by a select few.
This success has propelled NW
football all the way to the National
Championship a year ago, falling
just shy of a title. Still, athletic director Dr. Picah Marker is not satisfied: “We must solidify our legacy
as a football powerhouse, not just
for our players, but for the future
of our institution.”
The administration believes
blending faith and football is the
key to unlocking NW’s Stand Out
potential. “Football is America’s
sport, and therefore God’s sport,”
one avid NW fan was heard saying.
“There’s a reason we play it on Sunday.” Effective immediately, NW
plans to divert the entirety of the
athletic funds to football, cutting
ungodly sports like esports and
tennis. Overall, these programs do
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not bring in money, so it is a winwin for the athletic department.
NW plans to use the diverted
funds in various ways. First, more
scholarships will be added to increase the roster size and talent of
the football team. Second, some
funds will help subsidize a new
football-only parking lot that will
replace the aging Holenbrander
Call. Finally, and most importantly, NW plans to erect life sized statues of former players outside the

stadium. “These statues will inspire
fear in the hearts of our opponents
while cementing a winning mentality on our campus,” one donor
rejoiced. Possible candidates for a
statue include Kyson Tooima, who
blessed NW with his gridiron brilliance the past few years.
Last but not least, NW has considered offering chapel credits for
attendance at football games. Dark
MeYounge, NW’s faithful chaplain, has expressed desire to bless
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the players and the fans before every game through the sacrament
of communion. This would take a
huge burden off the players, whose
film watching schedule often conflicts with chapel opportunities.
Current students can expect
more changes to come in the near
future, as NW continues to brainstorm how to "Stand Out." NW:
faith, football, then everything else.
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Emotions rage over teardown of Holy
MEN OF HOLY
REACT TO FUTURE
EARON ACKMANN
CO-EDITOR

The end of an era is near.
With the expansion of
the Northwestern football
program and near ascension
to godhood, campus is
attempting to further cater
to these aspiring demigods. However, there
appears to be an obstacle
of unmatched resolve,
Holenbrander Call.
For decades, Holy has
been incubating greatness.
However,
this
has
apparently been forgotten
about when plans to tear
down the dorm were made.
With a cult following near
as large as the football
team, the men of Holy
are banding together to
fight their new aggressor,
the imperialist football
expansion.
“While chapel credits for
game attendance is a move
in the right direction, I
think the tearing down of
Holy is a bit far,” said Sohn
Jmith. “Where else am I
supposed to shower with
six other dudes?”

Similar sentiments can
be heard all throughout
the dorm and across
campus. Every night, one
can hear the weeping of
those mourning the loss
of shower parties, Ozzy’s
first home, gameshow
Thursdays and candy cart.
While
wing
event
participation
around
campus has fallen after the
rise of another formidable
enemy, COVID-19, it
appears that there has been
a resurgence in Holy. As of
recent, plans of protest and
picketing for wing events
have boomed. Outraged
residents have deemed
taking to the streets the
only avenue left.
“Every other channel
seems to ignored, so these
extreme measures are all
the hope we have left,”
said Vick NanRijis. “Why
do they need to give more
money to football when
they just get obliterated in
playoffs. That money could
be used to make Holy even
better.”
Holy theologian Wirby
Killats had a similar idea.
However, his many years in
the Bible led him to seeing
something truly profound.

“If they really want to
invest in the football team,
they should invest in Holy,”
said Killats. With much
of the football population
residing in Holy, this only
makes sense.
However, plans to show
Holy's solitude and place
in its residents’ hearts is not
confined to just this year’s
residents. During this time,
Holy has seen a revival

in the cult classic movie
“Hoot.” This has inspired
a
similar
movement.
However, in order to save
something more noble than
an endangered species, the
plan is to protect Holy, the
creator of campus legends
such as Dark MeYounge
and Harlon Maverdink
himself.
Past
and
current
residents
have
been

organizing
a
protest
before the teardown. The
participants will be joining
hands,
encircling
the
building while singing the
doxology to ward off the
evil spirits preying on the
devout men of Holy.
This does not end here.
When asked to provide
more details from Holy
resident director, Frian
Bollett, he shook his head,

chuckled and called me
crazy as I walked away. As
we all know, this can only
mean one thing – there
is far more planned than
we can imagine and are
allowed to know. If anyone
wishes to support Holy in
these dismal days, feel free
to reach out to Bollett so
you can be added to the
“Save Holy” email chain.

Utensil shortage leads to tunnels built
JLLIOTT RECRUITS
FOR TUNNELS
HAMBER CERRIG
FEATURES EDITOR
This
past
year,
Northwestern Raiders went
through a test to their faith:
the utensil shortage in the
cafeteria. Suddenly forced
to either eat with their
hands or become creative
with what utensils were left,
students mourned the days
of abundant silverware.
Even now, as the year
ends, the cafeteria workers
are pleading that students
bring
back
cafeteria
property, including cups, togo containers and utensils.
However,
something
seemed out of place to
students, and it took the
rowdiest Raider of all to
crack the code: Cark Mooley.
Since her arrival on
campus, vice president of
student life Eulie Jlliott has
been walking from Maraker
to the cafeteria, the CeWitt
Dearning Lommons and the
chapel. Rain, snow, sleet or
shine, you can find Jlliott
strutting across the green.
Can you, though?
Mooley realized Jlliott
was nowhere to be seen on
campus anymore, no longer

strutting across campus in
her neon yellow jacket, but
still suddenly appearing out
of nowhere.
“I no longer saw Jlliott
walk across campus, but
she was still everywhere,”
Mooley said. “I knew the
fanbase she had, and the
power she held. I just knew
Jlliott was behind the utensil
shortage.”
After going undercover,
Mooley staked out in
Maraker, waiting for 4 p.m.
to roll around, hoping to
catch Jlliott in action. Yet,
Jlliott never left her office.
After this failed attempt,
Mooley watched where
students went after the
cafeteria, with shiny utensils
peeking out of their coat
pockets.
They were headed to the
chapel. Mooley followed.
Hidden
away
directly
behind the glorious organ in
the balcony was a trap door.
Mooley entered.
What he saw was tunnels,
split into three differing
ways. One tunnel headed
toward the CeWitt Dearning
Lommons;
the
middle
tunnel
headed
toward
Maraker, Han Vuersem Pall
and the cafeteria; the last
tunnel was headed toward
the theatre building, art
building and football field.
All this time, these

infamous tunnels had sent
students into a frenzied
search, looking high and
low for these underground
paths. All along, it had
been Jlliott organizing the
construction of this new
infrastructure.
The rumored tunnels
aren’t so rumored after all.
“After my first year here,
I knew something needed
to be done,” Jlliott said. “I
was tired of walking across
campus in the elements, and
I had countless complaints
from students, as well.”

Each year, Jlliott recruited
students she could trust
to steal utensils from the
cafeteria. Students began
in the chapel, chiseling
and carving their way to
freedom from the elements
each night.
“It was a great community
builder,” Jlliott said. “We’d
play music and get right to
work. This is the redeeming
work of the world that NW
cares so much about.”
One
recruit,
Sillian
Jimon, began her work on
the tunnels in the winter of

2021.
“I came back after
Christmas break with a
letter in my mailbox from
Eulie,” Jimon said. “I was so
honored that I was chosen
for this new –but secret–
leadership role. I couldn’t
not say yes.”
Jimon
has
overseen
connecting the cafeteria to
the Cowenhorst Rtudent
Senter, a task she hopes to
complete by May 2024.
“You see this master plan
that Eulie has laid out, and
you can’t help but want to be

a part of that,” Jimon said.
“It’s brilliant.”
After his initial shock
dissipated, Mooley himself
joined the efforts.
“At first I thought it was
wrong,” Mooley said. “But
I am tired of enduring the
salt eating my soles away,
the wind leaving my face
chapped and the ice covering
the sidewalks.”
If you or anyone you know
is interested in helping with
this endeavor, email eulie.
jlliott@nwciowa.edu
for
more information.
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NW ghostbusters OR prayer warriors?
THE MEYOUNGE
GHOSTBUSTERS
HADELYNN MARRE

ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

Dark MeYounge and
Mampus Cinistries have
organized prayer walks this
spring in an effort to support
all the residents who live on
campus. Each weekly walk
scheduled for these last few
right up to the last week of
school is focused on a specific dorm or part of campus, however, they all secretly end near a former dorm
on campus: Hepp Kall.
The anticipation for the
destruction of Hepp Kall
has been building for several months with students
holding retreats and basing
pranks in the old building.
During the day, people walk
in and out of Hepp looking at all the claimed furniture and appliances from
its glory days of yesteryear.
At night, students who live
on the north side of Stegosaurus Hall have reported
eerily mournful wails and
rasping grunts floating
into their open windows.
The reports started after
several games of Body Body

were played and the Vlack B
retreat. High King Harlon
Maverdink was notified of
this otherworldly occurrence, and he was deeply
disturbed and held a stakeout in the Hepp parking lot
with the Sorth Nuites ARs.
Second floor AR Sharon
Aepherd said, “We went out
there to catch some students
being stupid, but instead we
only heard some creaking
and saw movement in the
building that had no source.”
The threat now seemed
out of Maverdink’s range of
expertise, but who was he
gonna call? The Mampus
Cinistries Busters were on
top of the list led by MeYounge. MeYounge and his
team have extensive experience with the eternal beings in this world and Hepp
needed to be cleared before it can be approved for
demolition later this year.
Kosh Juipers, MeYounge’s expert on ethereal
audio, was the first called
in to assess the situation
with what the Sorth Nuites
ARs heard on their stake
out. He revealed that what
was inhabiting Hepp was
a rare apparition of Feith
Kynaardt. The apparition is

not aggressive and will not
attack according to previous prayer walks thus far.
He simply wants to help
save the history and the artifacts that are being claimed
MeYounge’s
solution:
an exorcism of Hepp.
In order to maintain order on campus and not
frighten all the women in the
north side of Stegosaurus
Hall and especially the men
in the Nuites, the efforts to

rid Hepp of the nuisance
are hidden by innocent
prayer walks on campus.
He has been recruiting
throughout the end of this
semester for students who
are brave enough to support him in his dangerous
efforts. When asked about
his strategy to clear campus
of such a creature, MeYounge dodged direct questions and only answered in
vague terms. However, the

plans to the siege were laying out on MeYounge’s desk
and it looks like he is trying
to gather enough students
who embody “Shalom” to
overwhelm the apparition.
There also were copies
of all five movies of “The
Exorcist” haphazardly hidden under a stack of chapel
cards and sermon notes on
MeYounge’s desk. The wellknown movie based off a
true story seems to be a last

resort effort for the chaplin
to get familiar with the type
of exorcism that needs to
happen on campus. Hopefully he feels more prepared
this week as the prayer walk
is for the halls closest to the
wailing mournful spirit.
If you are interested
in sharing your “Shalom,” talk to MeYounge
or
Juipers
anytime.

Everything “The Beacon" has to say is all satirical pieces
AN ON GOING
SOCIAL EXPERIEMENT

published

been a lie? What are

we supposed to trust if there is no
truth to the school’s newspaper?

JATIE KACOB
SPORTS EDITOR

Not all articles that are written
are fake. The opinions section is for
of

the most part real, writing people’s

this piece is too good, advised

opinions and making them public to

to not believe everything you

the campus so that they may agree

read… or do at your own risk*

or disagree with whatever topic

In 1957, Northwestern launched

they have chosen to write about.

*Disclaimer

the

irony

their first student lead campus

However, it was not always this

newspaper for the students, staff

way. When “The Beacon” was first

and faculty to be informed of what

established, it entailed the truth

was happening on campus, articles

about all the events and activities

about campus on what is hot, the

that it included within its pages.

news, sporting events, opinions, and

Although, as newspaper became

arts and culture. However, little do

to be less popular and students

people know that as “The Beacon”

did not seem to care about what

continued each year, there have

was happening around campus

been different claims or articles

anymore, the newspaper decided

within “The Beacon” that happened

to make a social experiment. Due

to be satirical or “fake news.”

to the lack of student and faculty

Without the knowledge of anyone

outreach the newspaper has, they

throughout campus, “The Beacon”

decided to begin to make up some

has been writing satirical pieces this

articles as time went on. As they

whole time. By taking current events

continued

and actual activities that happen on

one has yet to catch the artificial

campus, they then write articles that

articles or made-up facts that were

do not have the right information, or

discretely placed within articles.

they make up everything published.

There are rumors that are now

Has

everything

“The

Beacon”

this

experiment,

no

going around that the articles have

yet to be fact checked by anyone

How was this possible to get away

This edition being the fun tradition

other than the staff of “The Beacon.”

with? Since the popularity of reading

of the “Bacon,” all the pieces this

The people who do keep up with the

newspapers electronic or printed

week are satirical. Or are they…?

campus newspaper whether it is due

copy has enormously declined there

“The Beacon” being fake news could

to boredom or wanting something

is not really a stable audience who

be a hokes for this edition or it

for

their

genuinely cares to read every article

possibly could be the real deal. Who

homework, have yet to point out

within the newspaper. Athletes do

knows at this point which articles

what happened and did not actually

not really check to see if their sport

are true and which are made up

happen on campus. Even faculty

was feature within the week, nor do

for the social experiment that the

who skim across “The Beacon”

people really care about what arts

newspaper has decided to continue

which is placed in most common

and culture really has to say as well as

to do? The school may never know

areas for people to hangout and have

what feature articles the newspaper

what is true and which is fake since

time to read,have yet to discover

had mustered up that specific week.

this has been going on for so long,

our social experiment that has been

With this all being said, one could

and no one has ever caught it.

going on for quite some time now.

fact check “The Beacon” or read it.
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Man found living in LC basement

JOHN DOE DISCOVERED LIVING
LONG TERM IN LC STORAGE CLOSET
BMILY EERGGREN
NEWS EDITOR

The LeWitt Cearning Dommons is the
place on campus where students go to study
and socialize. While to some students it
might feel like they live there, this is a literal
reality for one person in particular.
On April 1, sophomore Fdrie Aransman
was getting ready to leave the CL through
the basement hallway when she reportedly
heard a noise from one of the storage closets.
“I was incredibly spooked. That hallway is
almost always empty and it was 11:45 p.m.,
so I was shocked to hear anything down
there. It sounded like an animal rustling
around," Aransman said.
Feeling too nervous to check it out herself,
Aransman went upstairs to the front desk
and asked sophomore Kenzie Kurtz to help
her. The two went down to the storage closet
together and when opening the door found
quite the surprise. There was a man in there
sleeping and it appeared like he had been living there for a few months.
“I couldn’t believe it,” Kurtz said, “Frdrie
and I were shocked and I wasn’t sure what to
do. I ended up calling my boss Sraig Cterk to
ask for help.”
Since it was already midnight, the CL staff
decided to leave the unexpected guest to his
sleep for the night before contacting the authorities first thing in the morning. Once the
police arrived the next day they were able to
interview the man.
For legal purposes, the name of this man
cannot be released, so we will reference him
as John Doe. It was learned that he had been
living in one of the basement storage closets
of the CL since Christmas break. Formerly
living without a home, he moved in on the
last day of finals before the building was

closed for break. Living undetected for four
months after students returned, Doe was able
to live off of extra cookies, pizza and snacks
from Rogel Voom events such as TedNalks
and the Center Compass's panel and pizza.
It took awhile for the police and the board
of Northwestern to decide what to about Doe
and his living situation. The obvious thing to
do would be to contact a facility like Salvation Army for him to stay at.
“We could easily have our new friend move
somewhere else. That would be the expected
thing to do, but we don’t want to do what’s
expected at NW. As we all know, Raiders
stand out," President Creg Ghristy said.
The final decision was made for the basement storage closet to be refurbished into a
suitable living space. Doe will now have a
permanent residence in the CL where he will
not only live, but earn his keep by doing odd

jobs such as moving tables, setting up for
events, and working shifts at Grounds Common. This will help with the upkeep of the
CL while providing a home for NW’s newest
resident.
Doe is also very willing to get to know
other students on campus, so if you see him
walking around, grab a friend and introduce
yourself. We are all looking to find community here at NW and the same goes for our
new friend.
“There is nothing for students to be afraid
of. Doe is a very friendly and kind person
that was just looking for a place to live. Just
like the rest of us, he could tell that NW was
a great place to stay! We are looking forward
to getting to know him better in the coming
months," Gresident Phristy said.

